The article deals with the tradition of Christmas youth gatherings within a narrow local tradition that exists at the Vishera River (a tributary of the Vychegda River, the Komi Republic). The structure of the research includes the following sections: the history of studying the ethnocultural specific character of the Komi at the Vishera; a combination of the circle dance and a game; some aspects of the existence of borrowed songs; merrymaking entertainment and disguises; and the transformation of the ritual (merrymaking of youngsters). Different stages of the existence of this ceremonial complex, which are historically determined, are represented: traditional, adolescent from the Soviet period, and the modern one.
INTRODUCTION
The subject of the research is the tradition of Christmas youth gatherings, i.e., merrymaking within one of a group of narrow local Komi traditions. Defining the term 'merrymaking', Tatyana Bernshtam (1978: 65-66) singles out three main components of the term: 1) a type of the youth festival that is held in summer and winter periods of the calendar year; 2) doing a circle dance and singing specific songs, in which young men and women take part; the merrymaking composite may include traditional games, such as 'race-and-catch', etc.; 3) dominance of the wedding and matrimonial topic ('pre-wedding composite'). These three aspects can be complemented by the fact that merrymaking was a communal activity and a ritual action, in which all age and sex groups would take part, and each of them had its own part to play (spectators, singers, leaders, those in disguise, participants in rituals and performances, etc.).
HISTORY OF RESEARCH ON THE ETHNOCULTURAL SPECIFIC CHARACTER OF THE VISHERA KOMI
The Vishera River (Висер in the Komi language) is the right tributary of the Vychegda River (Эжва). Its territory is a part of the Kortkerossky District in the Komi Republic and includes the villages of Nivshera (Одыб), Bogorodsk (Висер), and Bolshelug (Ыджыдвидз) with their adjacent settlements. Ethnographers associate the beginning of the formation of the Upper Vychegda group of the Komi-Zyrians with the history of settlement of the banks of the Vishera. The first records date back to the second half of the fifteenth century and contain information about the first settlers from the Vym River (Емва). The distinctive character of this tradition is highlighted in a number of ethnographic and folkloristic studies (Zherebtsov & Lashuk 1958; Teryukov 1983; Panyukov 2004; Panyukov & Savelyeva 2006: 274-277; Lobanova & Rassykhaev 2013 , 2016 , 2017 . The linguistic research also bears witness to the dialectally specific character of the speech of the population of this area, which is distinguished as a separate subdialect of the Upper Vychegda dialect of the Komi language (Sorvachova & Sakharova & Gulyaev 1966: 7, 9) .
Field research in Nivshera, Bogorodsk, and Bolshelug has almost a centuryold tradition. The first folklore records in this area were made by Victor Savin and Pavel Anisimov in 1926 . The description of their trip is represented in one of the feature articles of Savin (1926) . In 1938 -1939 Osipov was working at the Vishera River. Some examples of song and fairy-tale folklore were recorded by him in their sound version.
1 A collection of stories called Висер вожса сьыланкывъяс да мойдкывъяс (Songs and Fairy Tales of Vishera Vicinity) (Osipov 1941) was published on the basis of the material collected in the course of field research. In 1954, the songs of Bogorodsk were recorded by Sergey Piatiev (Kuznetsov & Lobanova 2014: 77-78) .
While the records made in the first half of the twentieth century were limited to separate folklore samples, the subsequent field research involved a purposeful frontal collection of field material. In 1962-1964, studies of the Vishera tradition were made by Prometey Chistalyov and Galina Muravyova.
2 In terms of the amount of recorded sound material, their field research has been the most large-scale and fully representative of the song tradition of the Vishera, without any kinds of presets with regard to the language-based selection of recorded material. The recordings of songs in Bogorodsk and Nivshera are also available in the linguistic material collected by the Estonian researcher Anu-Reet Hausenberg in 1968 (Kuznetsov & Lobanova 2014: 79-80) . In 1978, a group of researchers conducting linguistic and folkloristic field research, with the participation of Yuri Rochev and Vladimir Lyashev, was working in the villages of Nivshera and Lymva.
3 In 1994-2000, a number of field studies were conducted by Anatoly Panyukov and Galina Savelyeva. 4 In 2010-2016, the Vishera tradition was researched by Liudmila Lobanova and Aleksey Rassykhaev.
At present, Nivshera holds a unique position on the cultural map of the republic. Some of the elements of calendar rituals are still alive here and exist within the living tradition till this day. The traditional song repertoire is also preserved, although not nearly to the extent as full as compared with the material dating back to the middle of the past century. Here Christmas merrymaking took place up until the 1960s. Then, after a short break, the festivities were resumed at the village community centre, with all of the main action elements being preserved. In recent years, Christmas merrymaking is mainly associated with the activities of the local folklore band 'Sipertas' (headed by Maria Popova).
COMBINATION OF A CIRCLE DANCE AND A GAME
The main content of Christmas merrymaking at the Vishera is related to acting out the scenario involving a circle dance and a game. The songs that were sung within that scenario (рöштво сьыланкывъяс 'Christmas songs') were widespread throughout Kortkerossky District. There were no other recordings concerning such a strict confinedness in any other areas. The same thing can be said about the geographic range of the existence of the name of the merrymaking process -чивильтэм, which was only common in Bolshelug, Bogorodsk, and Nivshera. The term чивильтэм is related to the first rota named Чивиль-чивиль воробей 'Chivil'-chivil' 5 the sparrow', which was sung while the participants were forming a circle.
The scenario is acted out in the following sequence: circle dances, 'braiding and unbraiding the rope', the 'row-to-row' circle dance, refrain songs (that helped to find matches, see below).
When singing in a circle, the participants simply walked in circles, stamping their feet and holding their hands. In addition to the song Чивиль-чивиль воробей, the songs sung in a circle also included Здравствуй милова 'Hello milova 6 ' (milova < darling), Изу лесу 'From the forest', Я вечора молодова 'I'm young in the evening', and others. These songs have a relaxed rhythm and the strophics typical of circle songs, which consists of four verses corresponding to four strings of notes (in the type of AABB). In musical terms, the second part of the verse has a faster pace, which is achieved by splitting 1/4 into 1/8.
According to the description of Christmas gatherings in Bogorodsk, which was given on the basis of the performance acted out at the request of the collector, songs sung in circles were divided into fast and slow ones. Fast songs, in addition to the aforementioned "Я скажу, скажу", also included "Под горою Ваня топится" (Ваня < баня 'sauna'; The sauna is heated at the bottom of a hill), "Мишчую да миленькой" (misspelled, untranslatable), "Старечник" (Old man), etc.
The next type of a circle dance is 'braiding a rope', which was danced to the tune of "Заплетай". The dancers held hands. The first pair of people at the end held their hands up high and made the 'gates' through which all other dancers had to pass, starting from the furthest end of the line. Then the next pair of people made the 'gates', and so on, until there was a live spiral: dancers stood one after another with their right hand on the left shoulder and holding the left hand of a person standing at the back, while the left hand was stretched forward onto the left shoulder of a person standing at the front. Then the dancers started 'unbraiding the rope' while singing the song "За гур девица" (A girl (Komi Republic) from behind the mountains). The song was repeated for every single dancer in the circle dance:
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"Заплетой" in the beginning, and then we would sing this song as many times as was needed, let it be one hundred or two hundred people. /…/ Then we started singing 'За гур девица', until the game stopped [until all of the dancers in the circle were 'unbraided' -G. S.].
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In addition to the traditional designation of this choreography as 'braiding/ unbraiding the rope', a peculiar terminological adaptation of 'locking/unlocking' was recorded in Nivshera:
We would come in a circle and sing "Заплетай". Then there was a circle dance to the song "Ми пе тавун кöдзалам, кöдзалам" (Today we were sowing, sowing), which is an adaptation of the translation of the song 'We were sowing millet', which is widespread in the Russian tradition (Krasnopolskaya 1977: 135, 136; Bolonev & Melnikov 1985: 103, 104 , and others). The dancers would stand in two lines opposite each other. The lines approached each other and then came back. The song was sung in the form of a dialogue with the refrain "Ай ладу, ладу" (untranslatable). In the first part, the topic of sowing was dealt with in the form of questions and answers: Then the singers would sing about sowing the millet they have bought. Then about buying and selling girls. One of the parties wanted to buy a girl, and the other one would set the price: the 'average' girl cost one hundred roubles, 'another' one -one thousand roubles, and the 'furthest' one -two hundred roubles. In the end, a girl would move from one line (party) to the other:
-Миян пö ныы содi… -Миян пö тавун ныы чинi… (Osipov 1986 After the part with the circle dance, couple-making songs рöштво сьылöдчанкывъяс were sung: "Сирчунь-бирчунь" (untranslatable), "Ылын-ылын тшын тшыналö" (Far, far away the smoke is smoking), "Выльысь пöжöмöй да Матрёнаöй" (Newly-minted Matryona), etc. Couple-making songs are one of the types of game forms of a youth wedding -marrying off through a song (Kaneva 1998: 112) . The main attribute of this group of song and game folklore is naming a specific boy and girl by their name and patronymic. Merrymaking participants stood in a circle, and the pair that was sung about stood in the centre, or everyone was sitting in their places, and the pair was standing in front of everyone and dancing to the song: We will put Katya and Nikolai into a cowshed and lock them in, We will spread out a straw mat, And keep them there until morning.
While that song was sung, everyone sat, and the pair which was sung about walked around, holding each other's hands and hugging each other. Then they would ask a boy and a girl: 'Will you go into a cowshed?' If the boy and the girl liked each other, they would walk away, hugging and kissing. If they did not, they would sit back down.
SOME ASPECTS OF THE EXISTENCE OF BORROWED SONGS
Festive gatherings of the Komi youth, just like the complex of Christmas rituals on the whole, date back to the northern Russian tradition. This is why the majority of the songs sung during merrymaking is represented by borrowings from the Russian language and кыдъя роч (literally 'impure Russian'), lexically misspelled units. 17 The preservation of the Russian-language borrowings in calendar rituals is typical of all Komi traditions. The trend of conserving the songs assigned to the ritual is accompanied by specific mechanisms of language comprehension and secondary etymologization of borrowed texts. Thus the beginning song 'Chivil'-chivil' the sparrow' gets an original ending:
Ешшö жöник тотара, Тотара ли понтара Ещё семь четверу, Четверу ли шестою.
Still the groom totara, Totara or pontara Seven more or four, four or six.
The emergence of a number series понтара (apparently from Russian полтора 'one and a half'), семь (seven), четверу (four), шестою (six) is related to the idea of structuring and distinguishing a youth group (the main participants of merrymaking), which is engrained in a circle dance. For comparison, we could describe an öктысян 'gathering' circle dance that is widely spread both among the Russians and the Komi. To the accompaniment of certain songs, a young man selected a girl, and a girl selected a young man, etc., until a large circle was gathered. The count in the text as well as the actional phasing of gathering were aimed at organizing the youth space for merrymaking. Apparently this is why the song 'Chivil'-chivil' the sparrow' was sung at the beginning of the circle dance and the game part, and a derivative term made from the name of the opening song entrenched itself as a denomination of the entire song and game complex -чивильтöм.
In their essence and content, the songs sung in a circle dance have something in common with lyrical long drawn songs. In spite of linguistic deformation, it is quite easy to single out key images in them, through which the topics of parting, loneliness, unhappy marriage, etc. are actualized. For example, in the song "Здравствуй милова" (Hello, my dear) < black-browed < oh so; yus' kok literally 'swan foot' < sgolovyitse (pillow) sunk in tears < blanket became covered with hoarfrost < will fondle and caress A dramatic example of linguistic re-thinking of a text in the Russian language is the formula потан улын 'in tears'
19 'under the cradle in tears' from the original 'the pillow sunk in tears'. The emotional plan of the Russian adaptation (night sadness, melancholy) in the Vishera adaptation is transformed into an image of a woman crying near the cradle, which makes the aspect of the heavy burden of a woman even more vivid in terms of its actualization.
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The outcome of this phonetic transformation is one of the formulas in the song "Изу лесу" (From behind the woods), which stands out against the background of lexically unsubstantiated string-like arrangements, i.e., война вэли 'waged a war' (the original version was, apparently, 'beating-thrashing soundly'). The following comment is very illustrative of the significance of the motif of war that emerged as a result of transformations: '"Изу лесу" was sung by women, including young women, whose men were at war, they danced with zest. Not only us, the little ones, but women, too. When they came home from work in the evenings.' 20 Along with the topic of parting, these texts also include the topic of an encounter and the related motif of the reunion of a boy and a girl. Some adaptations of the song "Здравствуй милова" run on and end with a 'kissing' formula: 'kiss three times'.
In the song "Изу лесу" the closing formula includes the verbal stream that is associated with the motif of walking in circles: we walked -we walked aroundwe came back -we walked in circles. From that perspective, this circle song can be correlated with the circle dance, in which an interchangeable pair to walk around -to stroll is included in the scheme: looking for a mate -finding a mate -consolidating the pair (for example, the storyline of a tsar's son is very popular both in the Russian and the Komi traditions).
Couple-making songs were evolving independently both in terms of linguistics and folklore-poetics. The two opposite ends can be marked with regard to formal and semantic organisation of these texts. There are songs that constitute deformed texts, in which it is not possible to distinguish a conceptual core even at the level of individual words. In this context, the names themselves are endowed with distinct meaning, by means of saying of which the process of 'marrying off' takes place. On the other hand, if we compare couple-making songs with other groups of game songs, it is the former that incorporate the concentration of the main block of texts in the Komi language. Moreover, the majority of them do not result from the transfer of individual Russian plots into the Komi language. Ritual semantics, conceived and comprehended within the context of tradition, have transgressed into poetic forms generated by culture. Some of them are stable and widespread adaptations, while the improvisatory beginning based on folklore universals is incidental to others.
MERRYMAKING AND DISGUISE-WEARERS
Merrymaking was associated with amusement and entertainment which, similar to the Russian tradition, were meant for newcomers and were of testing and dedicative nature (Morozov 1998: 114, 115) . One of them was called кöза лысьтöм 'milking a goat'. One of the girls dropped to all fours, another one sat down by her side, stretching her legs under the body of the 'goat', and started miming the process of milking. Then the 'goat' would collapse on the 'milkmaid' who fell on her back with her legs up in the air. 21 Another similar type of entertainment was Мöсква видзедны 'seeing Moscow' and it consisted in the following: ash was poured into a 'spyglass' made of paper, which was covered at one of the ends. A newcomer was asked whether he or she wanted to see Moscow, and after they had agreed and looked into the 'spyglass', ash poured into their eyes.
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Disguise-wearers were traditional participants in merrymaking in Nivshera. According to available records, they dressed up as a 'cock' (петук) and a 'sieve head' (пож юр). Two or three people dressed up as cocks entered a room: they put on a sheepskin coat and thrust a fire iron through the sleeve, which was used to 'peck' other people in the room. The sieve head was an anthropomorphic character: one person held a shoulder pole with a sheepskin coat on it above their head, and they also held a sieve up high with a headscarf on it. The disguised person was beneath the coat, the shoulder pole represented their arms, and the sieve was the head. Their main task was to frighten the players. Informants compared the sieve head to the Leshy.
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE RITUAL MERRYMAKING OF THE YOUTH
On the one hand, the field research data from recent years (since 1994) give an idea of the organizational aspects of merrymaking, and on the other hand, allow to trace the changes that were taking place in the context of the tradition of Christmas merrymaking throughout the twentieth century.
Information about merrymaking, which can be correlated with the data collected during field research in the middle of the last century in terms of completeness and integrity, was recorded in 1997 and 2000 from female inhabitants of Nivshera, who were able not only to re-create the set of relevant rituals with ease, but also constituted a sample of the 'natural' singing group.
In the reports provided by other performers, Christmas merrymaking in most cases was represented as youth (children's) gatherings. The informants born in 1928-1934 mainly described the merrymaking in which they had taken part (in 1940-1950) . Some informants pointed out that they were the last generation that still had чивильтöм-type gatherings. The participation of youngsters in merrymaking was sporadic, and the main active participants were children aged 10-14. In view of a number of some external factors, the youth' merrymaking of the time was related to living in logging barracks and was held under its own inertia.
We would even come together to enjoy chivil'töm merrymaking at logging camps. We would gather together, equals in age, come into one barrack, then into another one. We were quite grown-up by that time.
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To organize merrymaking for children, usually a house was rented from lonely people or from families with many children, i.e., from those who were living in poverty and needed money. Both girls and boys took part in merrymaking:
After lunch we would start looking for a house: we would be asking our fellow villagers, one after another, both boys and girls.
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Mothers took active part in preparing their children for merrymaking:
Mother would bake pies, and we took them to chivil'töm-merrymaking.
27
Mother would send us away saying: 'You must not go empty-handed to the chivil'töm -gathering'. We brought different stuff with us, someone brought pies, others brought sugar. Then we would sit all together and drink tea.
28
At youth gatherings, the traditional song and circle dance repertoire was invariably acted out, while games were of the highest priority. It is on games that the informants placed the greatest focus in the majority of descriptions:
First of all, we sang "Чивиль" and stood in a circle. Then we played other games: " Кума-кума", "Гыр юр", until late . 29 We walked to 'чивильтны' (played чивиль). /…/ Children played " Кума-кума", hide-and-seek. 30 We paid with pies and shan'gas for a house. Equals in age, we would gather together, from twelve years old. And older children would also come. We played 'чивиль' [the circle dance part -G. S.], then we played: "Телефон" [Telephone] , "Гыр юр". Girls would put on beautiful dresses, shawls, and rush off to 'чивильтны'.
Rules of the games mentioned above:
"Гыр юр" (Mortar-head). The game leader was covered with something. One of the players tapped or pushed him, and everybody asked: 'Гыр юр, код волiс?' (Mortar-head, who came here?) If the lead singer got it right, the player who pushed him replaced him.
The games "Кума-кума" (untranslatable) (and "Жель дзебан" (Hiding a chip)) are adaptations of the 'ring'-type game. According to the rules of the first game, players stood in a circle, and the blind-folded lead player was placed in the centre. Then some item was hidden in the hands of one of the players. After the question 'Kuma-kuma, who has it?', the lead player had to guess who was holding the hidden item. According to the rules of the second game, everyone was sitting, and one of the players would put a 'chip' into the hand of another player discreetly. The lead player had to guess who had the chip.
"Дзебсясян" (Hide-and-seek) . This game was played in the house. The younger lead players paired up, while the older ones were on their own.
The game "Кутасем" (Play tag) was also included in the process of Christmas merrymaking. This is how it was played: Everyone was standing in a circle; two people were standing outside of the circle, and one of them was chasing the other, trying to catch him or her; the person being chased could 'save' himself or herself by stepping in front of one of the players, after which this particular player started running away from the lead player.
The scenario of youth merrymaking also includes such a significant action element as matching pairs. Couple-making songs are sung during pair-matching, but their purpose changes, i.e., it transforms from consolidating potential brides and grooms in pairs to 'playing adults' of some kind, in which a 'funny' part was put in the forefront:
We would sing couple-making songs just for fun, if we knew who was a match, we sang them, and if we didn't, we would sing someone on purpose. … We were teasing the lads if we knew who they were friends with. We had known many of them since childhood. We would sing all of the lads matching them with girls.
30
We would sing all of the lads, who will get whom.
31
A similar attitude to adult 'genres' is evident in Christmas youth fortune-telling:
We wrote the name of the groom and some other words on small pieces of paper, roll them up, walk out in the street and scatter them around, and then we looked what each one of us got. And we laughed a lot. We were twelve then.
The presence of spectators was a must at merrymaking. As a rule, these were 'old women' who just watched and sang along as well as young married women who could also take part in the game. The participation of other sex and age groups in merrymaking is related to one of the most interesting innovations, i.e., saying prayers and singing sacred songs alternating with games: 
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The prayers that were said, festive troparions, and other sacred songs represent the standing local repertoire, which is performed on holy days in honour of family icons, which are also celebrated today.
The replacement of youth Christmas merrymaking with adolescent merrymaking in Nivshera is one of the examples when new factors were mainly caused by age shifts. While the participants in traditional festive and everyday gatherings were unmarried youngsters aged 16-22, in adolescent gatherings their age dropped down to 14 years old.
Adolescent Christmas merrymaking replaces youth merrymaking, keeping the communal nature of the event. It is this particular attribute that predominates, which blurs the matrimonial idea/aspect of merrymaking. The borderline age-related status (not children yet, but not 'brides' and 'grooms' either) becomes determinant while re-thinking the role of merrymaking in the life of a group of people as a single composite of worldview and ritual perceptions: the song and game scenario is acted out in full, but with limitations that are relevant to age; the meaning of merrymaking as a prenuptial youth game is changing; it becomes possible to incorporate a stock of prayers from Orthodox holidays into merrymaking.
The conservation of rituals and certain ritual elements in children's/adolescent environment is one of the means of preserving and transforming traditional culture. It should be pointed out that in the village of Poztykeros in the same district the opposite process took place: the informants born in 1912-1916 point out that 'old women' gathered together at Christmas, while the youth went to the club. Consequently, two different forms of celebrating Christmas co-existed: the merrymaking that took place in accordance with the traditional scenario, the main participants in which were 'older women', and the new form of going to the club. This kind of status refocusing on Christmas merrymaking has led to a complete disappearance of the tradition.
CONCLUSION
In view of social and political conditions of the Soviet period, rural cultural life in the twentieth century mainly focused around local community centres (clubs). Throughout almost the whole area, the traditional festive and calendar cycle has been replaced with a set of rituals which were new both in content and in form. By contrast, Nivshera is a rare exception. Christmas merrymaking has not only been preserved in the memories of local old-timers, but also occupied a strong position in the system of Soviet celebrations. The chronology and amount of the data collected during field research allow to imagine different stages of existence of this set of rituals, which can be substantiated from the historical perspective: traditional, at logging camps, adolescent. At present, merrymaking is a trademark of the local folklore band and a living proof of the distinctive cultural character of the Vishera region. 
